
146 mythical adj. based on or described in a myth 
especially as contrasted with history.

Hercules was a mythical hero who was half man 
and half god.

147 fairly ending n. a happy or satisfactory resolution to a 
story or situation.

The fairytale ending saw the prince and princess 
living happily ever after.

148 fog n. vapor condensed to fine particles of water
suspended in the lower atmosphere that 

differs from cloud only in being near the 

ground.

Heavy fog made it difficult to see the road.

149 thunder n. the sound that follows a flash of lightning 
and is caused by sudden expansion of the
air in the path of the electrical discharge.

Her dog is afraid of thunder.

150 lightning the flashing of light produced by a 
discharge of atmospheric electricity.

The big tree was struck by lightning.
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Lista de palabras (3ª etapa)

Las definiciones y enunciados presentados han sido obtenidos de los diccionarios virtuales Merriam-Webster y The Oxford
Advanced American Dictionary, los cuales son utilizados con el propósito de unificar las definiciones y asegurar la precisión

de los términos utilizados. Ante cualquier consulta, se recomienda hacer referencia a estos recursos para garantizar la
consistencia y fiabilidad de la información proporcionada.

Number Word Definition Use in a sentence
1 decision n. the act or process of deciding. The moment of decision has come.

2 adjourn v. to suspend indefinitely or until a later 
stated time.

The managers adjourn meetings.

3 contribution n. the giving or supplying of something 
(such as money or time) as a part or share.

They thanked him for his contribution of time 
and money.

4 suggestion n. the process by which a physical or mental 
state is influenced by a thought or idea.

Ihave a suggestion: call the store and ask them 
about it.



5 courteous adj. marked by polished manners, gallantry, 
or ceremonial usage of a court.

The clerks were helpful and courteous.

6 amendment n. the process of altering or amending a law 
or document (such as a constitution) by
parliamentary or constitutional procedure.

A major amendment was introduced into the 
legislation.

7 engagement n. an arrangement to meet or be present at 
a specified time and place.

The couple recently announced their 
engagement.

8 transparency n. the quality or state of being transparent. He says that there needs to be more
transparency in the way the government 

operates.

9 scholarship n. an amount of money given to someone
by an organization to help pay for their 

education.

She won a scholarship to study at Stanford.

10 jubilation n. an expression of great joy. Shouts of jubilation rose from the crowd.

11 decorative adj. serving to decorate. We added some decorative details to the room.

12 bunting n. a lightweight loosely woven fabric used 
chiefly for flags and festive decorations.

The country is gay with all colors of bunting.

13 sweet n. a food (such as a candy or preserve) 
having a high sugar content.

Honey is sweet, but the bee stings.

14 recycling n. to pass again through a series of changes 
or treatments.

Let's be recycling superheroes and save the 
planet.

15 soup kitchen n. an establishment dispensing minimum 
dietary essentials (such as soup and bread) 
to the needy.

He even ate at the soup kitchen to save money 
and time.

16 philanthropy n. active effort to promote human welfare. The family's philanthropy made it possible to 
build the public library.

17 improvement n. the act or process of improving. I've noticed a significant improvement in your 
work since the spring.

18 awareness n. knowledge and understanding that 
something is happening or exists.

Environmental awareness has increased over the 
years.

19 commitment n. an agreement or pledge to do something 
in the future.

His commitment to a blue-water navy expressed 
his determination to project power

20 citizenship n. the status of being a citizen. The students are learning the value of good 
citizenship.
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21 encouragement n. the act of encouraging, the state of being 
encouraged,

They offered him gifts of money and their 
encouragement.

22 nutrition n. the act or process of nourishing or being 
nourished.

Good nutrition and proper exercise are the key to 
become healthy.

23 hygiene n. conditions or practices (as of cleanliness) 
conducive to health.

He has very poor personal hygiene.

24 self-discipline n. correction or regulation of oneself for the 
sake of improvement.

We try to teach the children self-reliance and 
self-discipline.

25 exploration n. the act or an instance of exploring. This book is descriptive of a scientific exploration.

26 heritage n. something transmitted by or acquired 
from a predecessor.

This farm is my heritage from my father.

27 artifact n. a usually simple object (such as a tool or 
ornament) showing human workmanship
or modification as distinguished from a 
natural object.

The cave contained a prehistoric artifact.

28 pioneering n. the act of originating or helping open up 
a new line of thought or activity or a new 
method or technical development.

The school has won awards for its pioneering 
work with the community.

29 architecture n. the art or science of building. The architecture of the building is modern.

30 ethnography n. the study and systematic recording of 
human cultures.

This record of a fieldwork, a musical ethnography,
is from the viewpoint of cultural anthropology of 

music.

31 cultural 
appropriation

n. the unacknowledged or inappropriate
adoption of the customs, practices, ideas, 

etc., of one people or society by members of 

another and typically more dominant

people or society.

Wearing a Native American headdress as a
Halloween costume can be considered cultural 

appropriation

32 homogeneous adj. of the same or a similar kind or nature. The population of the village has remained 
remarkably homogeneous.

33 cosmopolitan adj. composed of persons, constituents, or
elements from all or many parts of the 

world.

Greater cultural diversity has led to a more
cosmopolitan attitude among the town's 

younger generations.

34 discrimination n. prejudiced or prejudicial outlook, action, 
or treatment.

The law prohibits discrimination in hiring.
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35 breaking news n. the most recent news of the day. We have breaking news from the Channel 8 
newsroom right now.

36 press conference n. an interview or announcement given by a 
public figure to the press by appointment.

The President will hold a press conference later 
today.

37 opinion piece n. an article that expresses someone's 
beliefs or views.

Free media coverage, such as a news story or 
opinion piece.

38 investigative 
journalism

n. reporting in which journalists investigate 
and expose issues of public interest.

The investigative journalism team uncovered 
corruption within the government.

39 circulation n. passage or transmission from person to 
person or place to place.

The coins were taken out of circulation.

40 deadline n. a date or time before which something 
must be done.

She worked on her composition right up until the 
deadline.

41 newsroom n. a place (such as an office) where news is 
prepared for publication or broadcast.

To contact the newsroom regarding correction 
requests, please email nytnews@nytimes.com.

42 public n. a place accessible or visible to the public. The public gathered in the park for a picnic.

43 photojournalism n. journalism in which written copy is 
subordinate to pictorial usually
photographic presentation of news stories 
or in which a high proportion of pictorial
presentation is used.

In 2022, photojournalism students at the Bronx 
Documentary Center began mapping the rule-
flouting smoke stores in their neighborhoods.

44 delight n. a high degree of gratification or pleasure. The kids screamed in delight as they chased one 
another around the park.

45 relish n. a quantity just sufficient to flavor or 
characterize.

I like to eat hot dogs with mustard and relish.

46 glance v. to take a quick look at something. Sarah took a quick glance at her friend's drawing 
and gave a big smile.

47 tempting n. having an appeal. The desserts look very tempting.

48 zingy adj. sharply piquant. You can get recipes for a zingy meal that is sure 
to wow your guests.

49 introduction n. something that introduces. The introduction of any mixture begins with a 
small amount.

50 participation n. the act of participating. The championship is open to the participation of 
80 golfers.
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51 magazine n. print periodical containing miscellaneous 
pieces (such as articles, stories, poems) and 
often illustrated.

Explore the world of dinosaurs in this fascinating 
kids' magazine.

52 dissent n. difference of opinion. We feel that dissent has grown a lot among 
people.

53 hypothesis n. an assumption or concession made for 
the sake of argument.

In the conclusion, explain if your hypothesis was 
correct or incorrect.

54 accountability n. the quality or state of being accountable. Accountability is, therefore, of considerable 
importance.

55 involvement n. the act or an instance of 
involving someone or something.

His involvement of others was inexcusable.

56 promptness n. the quality or habit of adhering to an 
appointed time.

The company should pay suppliers with 
reasonable promptness.

57 recognition n. the action of recognizing, the state of 
being recognized.

The Olympic Committee gave 
official recognition to the sport.

58 efficiency n. the quality or degree of being efficient. Because of her efficiency, we got all the work 
done in a few hours.

59 revelry n. noisy partying or merrymaking. The lottery winner was exhausted after a long 
night of revelry.

60 advocacy n. the act or process of supporting a cause 
or proposal, the act or process of
advocating,

She is renowned for her advocacy of human 
rights.

61 breakfast n. the first meal of the day especially when 
taken in the morning.

Ihad pancakes for breakfast.

62 determination n. a judicial decision settling and ending a 
controversy.

The document will be used for determination of 
ownership.

63 ritual n. the established form for a ceremony. This part of the ceremony is nothing more than 
formal ritual.

64 monument n. a memorial stone or a building erected in 
remembrance of a person or event.

They have erected a monument in his honor.

65 colonization n. an act or instance of colonizing. The festival’s roots lie in the Portuguese
colonization of Brazil.
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66 serendipity n. the gift of finding valuable or agreeable 
things not looked for.

Have you ever experienced serendipity?

67 sectarian adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of a sect 
or sectarian.

The country was split along sectarian lines.

68 diaspora n. people settled far from their ancestral 
homelands.

There is a wide range of ethnicities, cultures, and 
racial backgrounds within the Jewish diaspora.

69 orthodoxy n. the quality or state of being orthodox. He rejected the orthodoxy of the scientific 
establishment.

70 fact-check v. to verify the factual accuracy of. Before you share that amazing fact with your 
friends, make sure to fact-check it online.

71 press release n. an official statement that gives
information to newspapers, magazines, 

television news programs, and radio 

stations.

According to a press release, Graeter’s Lemon
Meringue Pie ice cream is made with tart lemon 

candies, crunchy pie crust pieces, and lemon 

marshmallow ice cream.

72 editorial board n. a group of people responsible for 
determining the editorial policy of a
newspaper or magazine.

The editorial board meets every week to discuss 
the newspaper's stance on current issues.

73 editorial policy n. a set of guidelines determining the 
approach a newspaper or magazine takes
towards reporting the news.

:The newspaper's editorial policy emphasizes 
objectivity and accuracy.

74 anonymous source n. a person who provides information to a 
journalist on the condition of anonymity.

The journalist received tips from an anonymous 
source about the corruption scandal.

75 subscriber n. to write (one's name) underneath Timmy was excited to be the newest subscriber 
to his favorite comic book series.

76 hometown news n. news and events related to a person's
place of birth or where they consider their 

home.

The newspaper includes a section for hometown 
news, featuring local events and achievements.

77 affection n. a feeling of liking and caring for someone 
or something

She has deep affection for her parents.

78 delectable adj. highly pleasing The meals he prepares are always delectable.

79 mouthwatering adj. tantalizingly delicious or appealing. The rich, mouthwatering aroma of freshly cooked 
food made her stomach gurgle in anticipation.

80 scrumptious adj. delightful, excellent. My grandmother baked a scrumptious chocolate 
cake.
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81 chewy adj. firm and requiring much chewing. A hard, chewy candy made of brown sugar or 
molasses and butter.

82 animadversion n. a critical and usually censorious remark. The teacher gives public recognition, the 
animadversion has never appeared her name as
well.

83 censure v. to find fault with and criticize as 
blameworthy.

His dishonest behavior came under severe 
censure.

84 admonish v. to indicate duties or obligations to. Remember to always admonish your little 
brother gently when he misbehaves.

85 upbraid v. to criticize severely. Teachers might upbraid students if they're not 
following the classroom rules.

86 disapproval n. the opinion that someone or something
is bad, wrong, etc. or the expressing of such
an opinion.

They made their disapproval of our behavior very 
clear.

87 faultfinding adj. disposed to find fault, captiously critical. A counselor tries not to be faultfinding.

88 blamestorming n. a discussion or meeting for the purpose 
of assigning blame or responsibility.

The blamestorming session after the project 
failure was unproductive and only led to more 
tension among the team.

89 chastise v. censure severely. Remember, it's important not to chastise others 
for making mistakes.

90 opprobrium n. something that brings disgrace. They're going ahead with the plan despite public 
opprobrium.

91 scapegoat n. one that bears the blame for others. The CEO was made the scapegoat for the 
company's failures.

92 blameless n. without blame; innocent. Despite the accusations, he remained blameless 
in the eyes of the law.

93 undermine v. to subvert or weaken insidiously or 
secretly.

It's not nice to undermine your friend's 
confidence by teasing them.

94 episode n. a usually brief unit of action in a dramatic 
or literary work.

It was a brief romantic episode in a life devoted to 
work.

95 reality show n. television programming that features
people (especially people who are not 

professional actors) dealing with real-life 

situations or participating in contrived 

activities (such as competitions).

Do you like watching talents search program or 
reality show?
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96 rerun n. the act or action or an instance of 
rerunning.

Last week's show is being rerun tomorrow night.

97 theme song n. a song or melody strongly associated 
with someone or something.

He was playing the theme song from “Encanto”

98 soundtrack n. a track (as on a motion-picture film or
television videotape) that carries the sound 

record.

Add on a Depeche Mode tune to provide the
soundtrack and truly this was one of the more 

over-the-top moments of the year.

99 binge-watch v. to watch many or all episodes of (a TV 
series) in rapid succession

Let's bringe-watch our favorite cartoon series this 
weekend!

100 commercial break n. a pause in a television program for 
advertisements.

During the commercial break, I went to get a 
snack from the kitchen.
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